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VISIT TO MERSEY LINK 18.9.1984

Mersey Link has been operating since 21st May 1984 with five Mercedes vehicles, the
sixth is a standby. The operators suggest that passengers book 2-3 weeks in advance of
the journey if it is between 9am - 6pm, but they can be more immediately responsive
to bookings between 6pm - 10pm. The five vehicles can carry 8 passengers and are fully
booked in advance of the day.

Membership

There are 2800 members from upwards of a possible 15000 members.

Eligibility

You must be resident in Merseyside, and unable to use the bus, either receiving (or
eligible for) mobility allowance, receiving attendance allowance or registered blind.
Membership is free and there is a membership card with a photo.

Staff

Dispatchers, (I think there are three), and drivers work on a two shift system. There
are no drivers assistants. The service and the office runs 7 days a week.

Booking

Bookings are either telephoned in or given personally. They are then entered on to the
computer but the dispatchers do the scheduling.

Journeys

Journeys have to be booked 2-3 weeks in advance and cost 25p per zone/area. The two
most requested destinations are:

1. Southport,
2. Garden Festival.

They do not accept bookings to :
1. Hospitals
2.Day Centres
3.Permanent regular runs e.g. travel to work.

The dead mileage is very high, 45-50%. They are investigating the possibility of using
road/rail interchange within the county more, i.e. one vehicle could take the passengers
to the station they would then travel to Southport on the train and another vehicle would
then meet the passengers at Southport.

The computer records membership details, bookings and prints the drivers time sheets.
Vehicles are Mercedes with two fretwell seats/positions and a fretwell lift.
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Comments

(. The position of a safety catch on the lift b«so mokes it difficult to take a wheel
chair passenger on facing forward.

2. The external handrail on the side entcrance could be longer.
3. The fretwell systems are placed in the front of the vehicle while the lift is nt the

rear. This seems a little silly!

The taxi which is a standby looked very cramped inside and the hand grips were not in
the right place for me.

On the whole we were very impressed by the system but felt that they either need more
vehicles or they need to reduce their dead mileage.

The volunteer partnership is not functioning, it is very early days, they have had approx
five meetings and it is hoped that Mersey Link will be able to coordinate the voluntary
sector as well as providing garaging, servicing and fuel at cost price.

Sharon Hughes. 18.9.1984
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